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IITA Proposal for Establishing an Interim Fund 

And For Initiating a Long-Term Fund 

 

1. These dockets should result in approval of an Interim Fund updating the present 
IUSF. Work on the investigation and development of a longer-term IUSF, presumptively based 
upon a different methodology, to replace this Interim Fund, should commence within ninety days 
of issuance of an Order in these dockets approving the Interim Fund. No later than two years 
from issuance of an Order in these dockets approving the Interim Fund, one or more eligible 
recipients of IUSF or an organization representing them such as the IITA will petition the 
Commission for approval of a longer-term IUSF to replace this Interim Fund.  Such petition, and 
any resulting longer-term IUSF, shall be based upon a different methodology, absent a showing 
that no such alternative methodology is feasible. 

2. The Interim Fund should be based upon an updated “need showing” using the 
Schedule 1.01 methodology used by the Commission in establishing the original IUSF effective 
October 1, 2001.  That analysis and showing will also incorporate the affect of all companies 
seeking and qualifying for the Interim Fund reducing originating intrastate switched access 
charges to “mirror” originating interstate switched access charges contemporaneous with the 
effective date of the Interim Fund. 

3. The IITA agrees that any “Longer Term” IUSF replacing the Interim IUSF 
resulting from the instant docket shall be: (a) compliant with the terms and requirements of 
Illinois Public Utilities Act Section 13-301 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act, (b) consistent with 
and fully reflect the Commission’s concerns and admonitions, as stated in its several Orders in 
Docket Nos. 00-0233/0335 and 04-0354, regarding continued use of a rate-of-return based 
methodology to determine IUSF support levels, and (c) consistent with FCC policies and rules 
applicable on an interstate level to Illinois ILECs potentially eligible for IUSF support pursuant 
to Section 13-301(1)(d) of the Illinois PUA.  

4. The Interim Fund will terminate on the implementation of the longer term IUSF. 


